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A B S T R A C T   

The modelling of the activated sludge hindered settling velocity as a function of the flocs characteristics and the 
incorporation of these models to the secondary settling tanks simulation is a hardly studied subject. Commonly 
used empirical models cannot describe the changes in the settling velocity caused by changes in the flocs 
characteristics. In this paper, a model for the hindered settling velocity as a function of the fractal dimension and 
other flocs characteristics is proposed. The model was used to describe the settling velocity after a flocculation 
process originated by activated sludge fragmentation. The model reproduces the observed abrupt decrease of 
hindered settling velocity in a small range of suspended solids concentration. It also enables to relate the flocs 
characteristics and the settling velocity to the fragmentation and sludge aggregation mechanisms.   

1. Introduction 

The activated sludge process is one of the most widely used biolog-
ical treatments for organic matter and nutrients removal in a wastewater 
treatment plant (WWTP). The secondary settling tank plays an impor-
tant role in this process, since it allows to obtain a clarified effluent, to 
thicken the sludge and store it during the peak flows. 

The design and operation methods, and the models used to simulate 
the secondary settling tank based on solid flux theory, need information 
about the sludge hindered settling velocity (VS) as a function of the 
suspended solids concentration (X) [1,2]. 

There are several hindered settling velocity models for activated 
sludge [1], but the most used are the exponential model (VS = k⋅exp 
(− n1⋅X)) and the power model (VS = k⋅X − n1). Takács double exponential 
model (VS = k⋅(exp(− n1⋅(X − Xmin) − exp(− n2⋅(X − Xmin)), where Xmin 
represents the non-settleable solids concentration, is also widely used 
since it allows to introduce hindered and discrete sedimentation into the 
secondary settler one-dimensional models [3]. To a lesser extent, the 
models proposed by Cho et al. [4] (VS = k⋅exp(− n1⋅X)/X, VS = k⋅(1 −
n1⋅X)4⋅exp(− n2⋅X)/X and VS = k⋅(1 − n1⋅X)4/X), some polynomial 
models and other variants of the exponential and power models [1,2] 
have also been used. The parameters of these models (k, n1 and n2) do 
not need to have a physical meaning and they are determined 

experimentally. 
Knowing the hindered settling velocity is also important since it al-

lows calculating the settling velocity in the compression region from the 
expression: VC = VS⋅(1 − ρs/(g⋅X⋅(ρs − ρ))⋅dσ/dX⋅dX/dz), being ρs the dry 
sludge density, ρ the fluid density, dσ/dX the effective solid stress 
gradient and dX/dz the concentration gradient [5,6]. 

Models for hindered settling velocity based on a balance of forces 
have also been developed. In some models, the hydrodynamic drag force 
is calculated considering that the flow in a suspension is equivalent to 
the flow through a porous media [4,7], whereas in other models a hin-
dered settling factor is considered [8]. 

Kinnear [7] proposed the following equation using Darcy’s law to 
calculate the hindered settling velocity taking into consideration the 
drag force: VS(ε)=(ρf -ρ)⋅g⋅ε3/(5⋅S0

2(1–ε)⋅µ), being ε = 1–((ρs –ρ)/(ρf 
–ρ))⋅X/ρs the suspension porosity, µ the fluid viscosity, ρf the flocs 
density and S0 the specific surface area of the primary particles. Kinnear 
[7] used this model to describe the activated sludge hindered settling 
velocity. 

The model proposed by Richardson and Zaki [8], extended to sus-
pensions, is expressed as VS(ε) = V0⋅εn, being V0 the flocs terminal 
settling velocity, ε the suspension porosity and n an exponent which 
depends in general on Reynolds number. The model is related to the 
fluid characteristics and to the flocs size and density through V0. 
Richardson and Zaki model, and other variations of this model, have 
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been widely used to describe the hindered settling velocity for several 
suspension types [9–12] and for the activated sludge too [13–15]. 

VS models traditionally used in wastewater treatment, are empirical 
or semi-empirical formulas whose parameters are adjusted experimen-
tally by sedimentation tests. These hindered settling velocity models 
only depend on X, thus they cannot describe changes in the sludge 
sedimentability due to changes in the fluid or sludge characteristics. 
However, several studies have shown that the activated sludge settling 
velocity depends on the flocs density, size and fractal dimension 
[16–19]. These flocs characteristics vary seasonally in urban WWTPs 
[20,21], and they are also modified by the presence of coagulants and by 
the flocs breakage and flocculation processes [19,22]. 

Several authors have described the existence of a sludge acceleration 
process in the hindered settling test performed with industrial waste-
water plants activated sludge [13,15], with primary sludge coagulated 
with an anionic organic polymer [23] and with colloidal suspensions 
with weak gel structure [24]. 

Asensi et al. [15] explained the observed activated sludge accelera-
tion process considering physical–chemical mechanisms that generate 
sludge fragmentation and flocculation. The authors used Richardson and 
Zaki model to characterize sludge sedimentability and to estimate the 
suspended solid concentration where the sudden descent of the hindered 
settling velocity reached after the acceleration process is observed. 
Nevertheless, the model used to describe this steep descent has the 
inconvenience of introducing a discontinuity in VS(X). 

The modelling of the activated sludge hindered settling velocity as a 
function of the flocs characteristics and the incorporation of these 
models to the secondary settling tanks simulation is a subject hardly 
studied. In this paper, a model for the activated sludge hindered settling 
velocity given as a function of the flocs fractal dimension and other 
sludge characteristics is proposed. The aim of the performed study is to 
use this model to describe the hindered settling velocity after a floccu-
lation process originated by activated sludge fragmentation. The novelty 
of the model lies in being able to describe the observed sudden decrease 
of the settling velocity in the settling test and characterize the structure 
of the flocs formed from the primary flocs during the sludge acceleration 
phase. 

2. Materials and methods 

The industrial WWTP Ford Spain located in Almussafes, Valencia 
(Spain) provided the activated sludge samples that were used to perform 
the tests supporting these studies. The plant performs a set of phys-
ical–chemical treatments followed by a biological treatment with an 
oxidation ditch. The physical–chemical treatments make use of Ca 
(OH)2, iron and aluminium salts, and polymers. In this paper, experi-
mental results of a previous study performed by Asensi et al. [15] are 

used. 

2.1. Settling tests 

Settling tests were performed using two cylindrical columns (1.1 m 
height and 0.12 m of diameter) following the methodology described by 
Asensi et al. [15]. The rapid sludge stirring performed before the settling 
tests was meant to eliminate the memory effect of the sludge [13,15] and 
to reproduce the hydrodynamic conditions the sludge is subjected to at 
the treatment plant, before entering the settling tank. The sludge sus-
pended solids concentration (X) was determined using the Standard 
Method 2540 D [25]. 

2.2. Hindered settling velocity calculation 

Activated sludge hindered settling velocity (VS) is usually deter-
mined from a settling test as the slope of the settling curve (h(t)) at the 
“straight zone” of the hindered settling zone. In this zone (zone “a” in 
Fig. 1), X stays constant and equal to the test initial suspended solids 
concentration (X0). The relation VS (X) is obtained with the traditional 
method, performing settling tests with different X0 concentrations [26]. 

In a settling test, besides the information given by the traditional 
method at the hindered settling zone, it is also possible to calculate 
VS(X) in the transition zone. Kynch’s graphical method allows obtaining 
VS and X  for values of X  larger than the solid concentration at the in-
flection point of the flux function given by f(X) = X⋅Vs(X) [27]. 

The zones described by Lester et al. [28] in the settling mode 3 
(Fig. 1) can be identified in the activated sludge settling tests. In the 
transition zone “b”, where the characteristic lines (lines of constant X 
and constant settling velocity) arise from the bottom of the vessel, Vs can 
be determined as a function of X  by means of Eq. (1) [29]. The solids 
concentration that separates the transition zones “b” and “c” in Fig. 1b 
(Xmax), represents the highest concentration for which it is possible to 
calculate VS and X using Kynch’s graphical method [9,28]. 

VS(X) = h’(t) = −
dh(t)

dt

X =
X0⋅H0

h(t) − t⋅h’(t)

(1) 

This method can be applied in activated sludge suspensions since it 
was observed the existence of characteristic lines in the settling tests 
performed with this type of sludge [30]. However, applying this method 
presents the difficulty of determining experimentally the point “Xmax” in 
Fig. 1b that delimits zone “b” in the activated sludge test. Betancourt 
et al. [31] used a method based in Eq. (1) to determine the solids flow 
function (from which VS(X) can be obtained) for activated sludge. 
However, they did not check that the experimental data used did not 

Nomenclature 

X Suspended solids concentration 
X0 Initial X value for the settling test 
h(t) Settling curve 
H0 Initial h value for the settling test 
VS Hindered settling velocity 
VSi Initial hindered settling velocity 
VSf Final hindered settling velocity 
V0 Flocs terminal settling velocity 
ρs Dry sludge density 
ρp Primary flocs density 
ρf Flocs density 
ρ Fluid density 
µ Fluid viscosity 

dp Equivalent primary flocs diameter 
vp Primary flocs volume: vp = π

6⋅d3
p 

df Equivalent flocs diameter 
vf Flocs volume: vf = π

6 ⋅ d3
f 

vs Solids volume contained within the floc 
Df Flocs fractal dimension 
c Packing coefficient 
N Number of primary flocs that form the flocs: N = c ⋅

(
df
dp

)Df 

εf Flocs porosity: εf =
vf − vs

vf 

εfp Flocs porosity due to the primary flocs: εfp =
vf − N⋅ vp

vf 

nf Number of flocs per unit volume 
Re Reynolds number: Re =

ρ ⋅ df ⋅ V0
μ 

j Aggregate volume index: j =
vf
vs 

ϕf Flocs volumetric fraction: ϕf =
j ⋅ X

ρs 
n Richardson and Zaki exponent: VS = V0 ⋅

(
1 −

j
ρs

⋅ X
)n  
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belong to the transition zone “c” or to the compression zone, where 
Kynch’s method does not work correctly. 

To avoid the method difficulties to determine VS and X in the acti-
vated sludge settling test in the transition zone, the following procedure 
was applied:  

– Settling tests are performed with different initial suspended solids 
concentrations (X0).  

– VS in zone “a” (Fig. 1) is determined from the settling tests using the 
traditional method [26].  

– VS(X) model that best describes the experimental results is obtained 
and the related linear model is considered. For the sludge under 
study, Asensi et al. [15] showed that the best model was that of 
Richardson and Zaki, thus, the linear model VS

1/n = k – m⋅X was used.  
– The following steps to determine Xi and VS(Xi) for each settling test in 

the transition zone are carried out: 
1. The settling velocity VS(Xi) = h′(ti) = (− dh/dt)i at each experi-

mental point of the transition zone {ti, hi} is determined numeri-
cally as the slope of the line fitted through that point, the previous 
point {ti-1, hi-1} and the following point {ti+1, hi+1}.  

2. The suspended solids concentration is determined at each point as 
Xi = X0⋅H0/Hi, where H0 is the initial height interface and Hi (Hi =

hi − ti⋅h′(ti)) is the intersection between the tangent to the curve h 
(t) at ti and the vertical axis (Fig. 1b, Eq. (1)).  

3. VS versus X is graphically represented according to the linear 
relationship of the considered model. For the Richardson and Zaki 
model, the points {Xi, h′(ti)1/n} are represented together with the 
point obtained in zone “a” of the settling test {X0, VS 

1/n}.  
4. A linear regression and analysis of randomness of normalized 

residuals is performed. If the distribution of residuals is not 
random the point in the tail of largest X is removed.  

5. Go back to point 3 until a situation of randomness of residuals is 
reached. 

The procedure described above was performed by programming the 
corresponding algorithm in Mathematica (Wolfram®). The analysis of 
point 3 can also be made without linearizing VS(X) by making nonlinear 
regressions. The same results were obtained making linear and 
nonlinear regressions. Fig. 2 shows a settling test example with the re-
sults obtained for the first and last iteration. It can be observed that 
initially the normalized residuals are not random (Fig. 2a), and finally, 
after eliminating iteratively the points in the queue with larger X, a good 
fit with randomly distributed residuals is obtained (Fig. 2b). 

The proposed method assumes that the relation VS(X) is the same in 
zones “a” and “b” (Fig. 1), since in both zones hindered sedimentability 
occurs and the same sludge characteristics are encountered. Therefore, 
points that belong to zone “b” {Xi, h’(ti)1/n} together with those of zone 
“a” {X0, VS

1/n}, will fit to a line. The rest of points will deviate from the 
line, because the Xi calculation made with equation Xi = X0⋅H0/Hi in 
zone “c” is not correct or because the points are located at the 
compression zone. 

It is important to highlight that the aim of this method is not to 
determine the solids flow function, or the model describing best VS(X) 
for a given sludge. Once known a VS(X) model that correctly describes 
the sludge sedimentation, the focus is on determining the parameters of 
the model using the additional information provided by the transition 
zone in the settling test. 

2.3. Flocs characteristics 

Sludge samples were obtained from the settling column during the 
stirring process performed at the beginning. The flocs of this initial 
sludge agitation stage are known as primary flocs. 

Dry sludge density (ρs) was calculated using a pyknometer method 
[32] and the primary flocs density (ρp) was obtained by a method that 
uses centrifugation in homogenous density solutions [33]. 

Image analysis techniques were used to measure the primary flocs 
equivalent diameter (dp), defined as the diameter of a circle with the 
same projected surface of the floc. Images were obtained using a Hund 
Wetzlar H500 microscope with a 10 megapixels digital camera. Image 
processing and analysis was performed using the methodology described 
by Asensi et al. [19] and using the MATLAB program (MathWorks®) 
developed by these authors. An equivalent diameter of 3.5 μm was set to 
eliminate debris. 

2.4. Linear and nonlinear regressions 

The linear and nonlinear regressions of the models under study and 
the implementation of the described algorithm for the calculation of VS 
and X in the transition zone, were performed with the program Mathe-
matica (Wolfram®). To compare the models, the goodness of fit was 
established using the Sum of Squares Residuals (SSR) and the coefficient 
of determination from nonlinear regressions (R2). The parameters of the 
models were determined to be significant if p-value < 0.05. A runs test 
was performed to determine the randomness of the residuals. 

Fig. 1. Batch settling test (adapted from [9]) (a) Classification of zones in a settling test. (b) Calculation of Xi and VS(Xi) at instant ti of the transition zone “b”.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Characterization of activated sludge 

The results obtained for the dry sludge density (ρs) was 1.71 ± 0.04 
g/ml, and for the primary flocs density (ρp), 1.046 ± 0.004 g/ml. The 
densities are higher than typical values observed for urban WWTPs. This 
is due to the flocs adsorption of the inert colloidal particles, precipitates, 
polymers and coagulant residues escaping from the physical–chemical 
process. 

Experimental data for the flocs equivalent diameter fitted a 
lognormal distribution. Since the lognormal distribution is not sym-
metric, the median was used as a central measure for the primary flocs 
diameter (dp). A dp value of 9.7 µm was obtained and 85% of the flocs 
were found to be smaller than 25 µm. The small size of the primary flocs 
is typical of the pin-point flocs, which are characteristic of the extended 
aeration biological processes. 

3.2. Setting tests results 

Results obtained in the settling tests are shown in Fig. 3a. In all 
settling tests two stages with constant hindered settling velocity were 
observed. It was also observed in the tests: an initial stage (1) with 
constant initial settling velocity VSi, a later stage where the sludge is 
accelerated and the settling rate increases (2), a stage (3) in which the 
final constant settling velocity VSf is reached and a final stage (4) where 
the settling velocity decreases. These stages just described also appeared 
in the tests performed without initial rapid stirring of the sludge. The 
sludge acceleration process starts a few minutes or several hours after 
the beginning of the test, depending on the value of the suspended solids 
concentration. Chen et al. [13] also described the existence of two stages 
with constant hindered settling velocity in the activated sludge settling 
test, and an intermediate acceleration stage. And so did Zhao [23], in the 
tests with primary sludge coagulated with an aluminium salt and an 
anionic polymer. 

Fig. 3b shows the VSf obtained as a function of X in the final hindered 

Fig. 2. Fitting of the settling velocity in the transition zone. (a) Initial adjustment. (b) Final adjustment. P: probability of the residuals being randomly distributed, 
obtained using the runs test. 
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settling stage. An abrupt decrease of VSf in a small X interval is observed. 
This abrupt decrease of the hindered settling velocity is not normally 
observed in the activated sludge settling tests. 

From the experimental results two zones can be highlighted in 
Fig. 3b: a zone “f1” for low X concentrations (X < Xt) where VSf decreases 
with increasing X, until the zone where VSf sharply decreases. And a later 
zone “f2” where VSf decreases again uniformly. 

Asensi et al. [15] used the model proposed by Font et al. [9] to 
characterize VS(X) and estimate the concentration X where the sudden 
drop in settling velocity occurs. However, this model cannot describe the 
sudden drop in VSf. 

3.3. Description of the hindered settling model as a function of the flocs 
fractal dimension 

The usual models for the activated sludge hindered settling velocity 
do not allow to describe the sharp decrease in VSf (X) observed in Fig. 3b. 
To study and describe this observed sudden decrease in the hindered 
settling velocity, it was first considered the model used by Font et al. [9] 
for metal hydroxide suspensions and by Asensi et al. [15] for activated 
sludge (Eq. (2) and (3)). 

Fig. 3. (a) Settling curves h(t) from the tests performed in the experiments. (b) Initial (VSi) and final (VSf) hindered settling velocity obtained from the settling tests as 
a function of X. 
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VS = V0⋅
(

1 −
j

ρs
⋅X
)n

(a)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

5.09 − n
n − 2.73

= 0.104⋅Re0.877 Re < 500, ϕf > 1 (b)

V0 =
g⋅
(
ρf − ρ

)
⋅d2

f

18⋅μ ⋅
1

1 + 0.15⋅Re0.687 (c)

Re =
ρ⋅df ⋅V0

μ (d)

(2)  

ρf =
ρs + (j − 1)⋅ρ

j
(3) 

In this model, the flocs diameter (df) represents the equivalent 
diameter of a sphere with the same volume of the floc and the flocs 
density (ρf) is calculated by mass balance with Eq. (3). V0 is the flocs 
terminal settling velocity for Reynolds numbers (Re) smaller than 500. 
The aggregate volume index (j) is defined as the quotient between the 
volume of the flocs (vf) and the volume of the solids contained within the 
flocs (vs). This parameter is related to the density of the floc by Eq. (3) 
and can also be related to the total porosity of the floc (εf) as: εf=(vf -vs)/ 
vf = 1–1/j. An increase of j in the floc implies a decrease in ρf and an 
increase in εf due to the increase in the water content of the floc. The 
model exponent (n) calculation is valid for flocs volumetric fractions (ϕf 
= j⋅X/ ρs) greater than 1. The flocs volumetric fraction represents the 
total volume occupied by the flocs with respect to the total volume of the 
suspension. 

Activated sludge flocs have a fractal structure, since the flocs are 
statistically self-similar and have properties such as mass, area, perim-
eter, etc. that can be characterized by means of a fractal dimension 
[16,19,22,34,35]. The flocs fractal dimension (Df) allows to calculate 
the number of primary particles or primary flocs (generators) that form 
the flocs as N = c⋅(df/dp)Df [36], being df the floc equivalent diameter (vf 
= π⋅df 

3/6), dp the generators equivalent diameter (vp = π⋅dp 
3/6) and c 

the packing coefficient. It is usually considered c = 1 [37]. Calculating 
the floc mass as the sum of the primary flocs mass and the mass of the 
water contained inside the floc (vf⋅ ρf = N⋅vp⋅ ρp+(vf -N⋅vp)⋅ ρ), and 
considering the fractal N relation, Eq. (4) is obtained. Eq. (4) allows to 
calculate the flocs density (ρf) as a function of the flocs diameter (df), the 
fractal dimension (Df) and the characteristics of their primary flocs (ρp 
and dp). In the same way, a fractal relation with the same fractal 
dimension Df can be obtained for the mass of flocs. 

ρf − ρ = (ρp− ρ)⋅
(

df

dp

)Df − 3

(4) 

Considering that the flocs density is related to the aggregate volu-
metric index as shown by Eq. (3), Eq. (4) leads to an expression relating j 
to df through the fractal dimension (Eq. (5)). 

j =
ρs − ρ
ρp − ρ ⋅

(
df

dp

)3− Df

(5) 

Finally, the hindered settling velocity can be written as a function of 
the fractal dimension and other flocs characteristics by means of Eq. (6). 

VS = V0⋅

(

1 −
ρs − ρ

ρs⋅
(
ρp − ρ

) ⋅
(

df

dp

)3− Df

⋅X

)n

(a)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

5.09 − n
n − 2.73

= 0.104⋅Re0.877 Re < 500, ϕf > 1 (b)

V0 =
g⋅
(
ρp − ρ

)
⋅d3− Df

p

18⋅μ ⋅
dDf − 1

f

1 + 0.15⋅Re0.687 (c)

Re =
ρ⋅df ⋅V0

μ (d)

(6) 

The proposed model considers an ideal approximation to the acti-
vated sludge by means of an equivalent system formed by spherical and 
impermeable flocs. An equivalent diameter representative of the size 
distributions of flocs (df) and primary flocs (dp) is used to characterize 
their size (Fig. 4). The introduction of the flocs fractal structure allows to 
relate the flocs density to their diameter and primary flocs characteris-
tics. The model can be used considering a fractal structure made either of 
primary particles (single-particle-fractal model) or of primary flocs 
(cluster-fractal model) [36]. If the flocs are generated by primary par-
ticles, then ρp = ρs. 

Eq. (6c) agrees with the equation proposed by Khelifa and Hill [38] 
for the fractal flocs terminal settling velocity considering that the flocs 
form factor is equal to one (spherical flocs) and that flocs are made of 
mono-sized primary particles. In Khelifa and Hill [38] equation dp is the 
median of the primary particles size distribution. 

Heath et al. [11] and Grabsch et al. [10] used a model based on 
Richardson and Zaki model to estimate the calcite fractal dimension 
from the settling tests. The model proposed by Heath et al. [11] and 
Lockwood et al. [12] agrees with Eq. (6) in the case of a laminar regime 
and ρp = ρs. 

Eq. (7a) allows to estimate the flocs porosity (εf) and Eq. (7b) the 
flocs porosity due to the larger pores generated from the primary flocs 
(εfp), considering the solids volume contained within the floc (vs), the 
primary flocs volume (N⋅vp) and the flocs volume (vf). 

εf =
vf − vs

vf
= 1 −

ρp − ρ
ρs − ρ ⋅

(
df

dp

)Df − 3

(a)

εfp =
vf − N⋅vp

vf
= 1 −

(
df

dp

)Df − 3

(b)

(7) 

Assuming that solids are all contained within the flocs, the average 
number of flocs per unit volume (nf) is calculated as the ratio between 
the flocs volumetric fraction (ϕf) and the flocs average volume (vf), the 
latter calculated from the equivalent diameter definition. To eliminate 

Fig. 4. Flocs characteristics used in the hindered settling model.  
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the effect of the increment in the flocs number due to the X increment, 
the average number of flocs per unit mass of X is estimated from Eq. (8). 

nf

X
=

6⋅(ρs − ρ)
π⋅ρs⋅

(
ρp − ρ

) ⋅
dDf − 3

p

dDf
f

(8) 

The advantage of the proposed VS(X) model, compared to other 
activated sludge empirical models commonly used, is that it establishes 
a link between VS and the flocs characteristics. The model allows 
introducing the fractal structure and other physical floc properties, as 
well as the characteristics of the primary flocs that form the flocs 
(Fig. 4). This is an important aspect since the model can be useful to 
model and connect the hindered settling process to other processes that 
could affect the flocs structure: seasonal changes in flocs or disruptions 
in the biological treatment, flocculation processes at the settling tank 
inlet, addition of coagulants or an inert compound to improve the sed-
imentability of the sludge, existence of previous physical–chemical 
treatments, decrease of the flocs density due to denitrification processes, 
etc. 

In this study, the proposed model is used to describe the activated 
sludge final hindered settling velocity after the fragmentation of the 
initial sludge structure and the subsequent flocculation process taking 
place when the sludge is accelerated. 

3.4. Application of the model in the final hindered settling velocity stage 

To make the regressions for VS(X) and to obtain the parameters n, df 
and Df of the model proposed in this article (Eq. 6), the iterative process 
described in Fig. 5 was used (see Appendix A). To that aim, the exper-
imental results of the settling test where used (VS and X) as well as the 
primary flocs characteristics (ρS, ρp and dp). 

VS = (k − m⋅X)ni (a)

kni + 0.15⋅
(

ρ
μ

)0.687

⋅k1.687⋅ ni ⋅d0.687
f −

g⋅(ρS − ρ)
18⋅μ⋅ρS

⋅
k
m

⋅d2
f = 0 (b)

Df =

3 − ln
(m⋅ρS

k
⋅
ρp − ρ
ρS − ρ

)

ln
(df

dp

) (c)

Re =
ρ⋅df ⋅kni

μ (d)

ni+1 =
5.09 + 2.73⋅0.104⋅Re0.877

1 + 0.104⋅Re0.877 (e)

(9) 

Fig. 3b shows the results of the VSf (X) regression in the two zones 
separated by the observed sudden change. But using the model this way 
does not allow describing the sharp decrease in VSf. 

3.4.1. Flocs characteristics in the final hindered settling stage 
To study the sudden VSf(X) descent, the settling velocity experi-

mental results in the transition zone of the settling tests (Fig. 3a) were 
considered using the methodology described in Section 2.2. Fig. 6a 
shows that the VSf (X) values obtained experimentally in the transition 
zone do not follow the tendency of those obtained in the final hindered 
settling stage. 

The methodology used is based on Kynch’s theory and assumes that 
the selected points from the transition zone belong to zone “b” of Fig. 1a. 
Assuming a correct methodology, the observed differences in the settling 
tests (Fig. 6a) are due to differences in flocs characteristics from one test 
to the other due to the previous flocculation process taking place during 
the sludge acceleration phase. Assuming that this hypothesis is correct, 
the VS(X) proposed model allows to estimate the flocs characteristics 
after the sludge acceleration process. In each settling test, the df, j, Df, V0, 
n and Re values were obtained from the regressions carried out with Eq. 
(6), considering the transition and final hindered settling zones experi-
mental data (Fig. 6a). 

The flocs diameter and the aggregate’s volumetric index decrease 
with increasing X concentration (Fig. 6b and c), while the flocs fractal 
dimension in zones f1 and f2 increases until reaching a maximum value 
and then decreases (Fig. 6d). In the zone where an abrupt decrease in VSf 
is observed, a smooth transition in df, a sharp increase in j and a sharp 
decrease in Df occurs. 

Flocs in zone f1 have an equivalent diameter between 3.2 and 0.9 
mm, and in zone f2 a size smaller than 0.65 mm. These results are 
compatible with the settling tests observations where large flocs were 
encounter in zone f1 of some settling tests. Chen et al. [13] also observed 
the formation of large flocs in the final settling stage for low X con-
centrations, starting from a homogeneous sludge. 

The flocs fractal dimension varies between 2.27 and 2.39 (Fig. 6d). 
These values are compatible with the experimental results obtained for 
the activated sludge flocs fractal dimension in other studies: 1.96–2.44 
[16,34]. 

It was determined that the best model to describe df (X) was a linear 
model (Eq. (10a)) and for j (X) an exponential model (Eq. (10b)), since 
these models provided high R2 values and the lowest SSR values (see 
Appendix B). Fig. 6b and c show the regression results of these models. 

df = df 0 − kf ⋅X (a)

j = j0⋅e− kj ⋅X (b)
(10) 

If we assume the hypothesis that the primary particles forming the 
flocs after the acceleration process are the primary flocs, Eq. (5) allows 
to calculate Df(X) from Eq. (10) leading to Eq. (11). Fig. 6d shows that 
Eq. (11) correctly describes the variation in the fractal dimension as well 
as the sharp Df decrease when passing from zone f1 to zone f2, from the 
experimental results obtained in zone f1. That way, the flocs fractal Fig. 5. Algorithm used in the regressions of VS(X) model (Eq. (6)).  
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dimension allows establishing a link between zones f1 and f2. 

Df = 3 −

ln
(

j0⋅ (ρp − ρ)
ρs − ρ

)

− kj⋅X

ln
(

df 0 − kf ⋅X
dp

) (11) 

Introducing the fractal dimension into the model allows to eliminate 
the discontinuity in j(X). Substituting Eq. (10a) and (11) into Eq. (5) 
leads to an expression that enables to describe the aggregate’s volu-
metric index transition from zone f1 to zone f2, eliminating the 
discontinuity between both zones (discontinuous line in Fig. 6c). This 
relationship implies that if df changes smoothly when passing from zone 
f1 to zone f2 (Fig. 6b), the sharp decrease produced by the flocs fractal 
dimension causes the sudden increase of j. 

Fig. 7a shows the flocs porosity due to the larger pores generated 
from the primary flocs (εfp) and Fig. 7b the relative increment in the 
average number of flocs per unit mass (nf/X) with respect to the number 

of flocs per unit mass in the settling test with lower solids concentration 
(nf1/X1) as the ratio of nf/X to nf1/X1 (rnf/X). After the sludge accelera-
tion process, the number of flocs increases, and the generated flocs 
porosity decreases with the increase of X. The decrease of j from 
increasing X implies that the volume of solids contained within the flocs 
increases per unit of flocs volume. This means a decrease in the water 
content inside the flocs, generating a decrease in flocs porosity and an 
increase in flocs density. Eqs. (7), (8), (10a) and (11) allow to calculate 
εfp and rnf/X in each test and its variation with X. The evolution of the 
fractal dimension in the transition zone between zones f1 and f2 gen-
erates the abrupt variation in εfp and in rnf/X (discontinuous line in 
Fig. 7a and b). 

The values obtained from flocs porosity (εfp) are compatible with the 
experimental results collected in the bibliography. Li and Yuan [35] 
found that activated sludge had a fractal structure and that flocs porosity 
increased with flocs size between 0.87 and 0.98. Xiao et al. [39] studied 

Fig. 6. (a) Final settling velocity obtained in the hindered settling zones (o) and in the transition zones (•) from the settling tests, together with the VSf(X) regressions 
results using Eq. (6). VSf(X) regressions results: (b) flocs equivalent diameters (df) with the df(X) regression results, (c) aggregate volumetric index (j) with the j(X) 
regression results and (d) flocs fractal dimension (Df) with the model obtained for Df(X) by means of Eq. (11). 
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the flow of water through the activated sludge flocs after a flocculation 
process and obtained that these flocs porosities were between 0.91 and 
0.98. 

Considering all the results obtained, the characteristics of those flocs 
generated after the sludge acceleration process depend on X. An increase 
of X causes the number of flocs to increase, generating smaller, denser 
and with less porosity flocs. The sharp decrease in fractal dimension 
allows describing the abrupt variation of the rest of flocs properties. 

3.4.2. Final hindered settling velocity model 
The empirical description of the flocs characteristics after the sludge 

fragmentation and flocculation process, allows to study the effect of the 
change in the flocs structure on the final hindered settling velocity (VSf). 
Fig. 8a shows the experimental VSf values obtained in the constant final 
settling velocity zone (Fig. 3b), together with VSf (X) calculated by 
combination of Eqs. (6), (10a) and (11) (continuous line). The model 
was not adjusted by making a regression with the VSf experimental data, 
it was obtained from the regression made on df (X) and Df(X). 

The model allows to describe the abrupt decrease of settling velocity 
in the transition region between zones f1 and f2 from the experimental 
results of the settling tests in zone f1, where the decrease is not exper-
imentally observed (Fig. 3b). It is important to note that the model pa-
rameters (Eq. (10)) were obtained using experimental data different 
from that used to determine the VSf values described by the model. The 
model parameters were obtained in the transition zones and the VSf 
values in the hindered settling zones, of the settling tests. 

As observed in Fig. 9, which shows the VSf model predictions versus 
their experimental values, the proposed model correctly describes the 
final hindered settling velocity, since the slope of the regression line is 
very close to one (1.008) and the R2 value is very high (0.984). 

Fig. 8b shows the flocs terminal settling velocity obtained from the 
model fit in each settling test (Fig. 6a) and V0(X) calculated with Eq. 
(6c), (6d), (10a) and (11) (continuous line). It can be observed that V0 
decreases rapidly in zone f1. The decrease of V0, together with the 
sudden decrease of Df at the transition between zone f1 and zone f2, 
causes a sharp decrease of the sludge final settling velocity. The V0 
values have the same order of magnitude than those obtained experi-
mentally in other studies. Hriberšek et al. [40] obtained an activated 
sludge terminal settling velocity between 0.2 and 2.1 mm/s for flocs 
with a diameter from 0.15 to 1.7 mm, while Li and Yuan [35] obtained a 

velocity between 1.7 and 4.2 mm/s for flocs with a diameter from 1.3 to 
2.4 mm. 

Richardson and Zaki model is frequently used considering the Stokes 
law to calculate the flocs terminal settling velocity and fixing n = 4.65 
[10–14], but this simplification is only valid for Re < 0.2 [8,9]. Fig. 8c 
shows that the variation of Reynolds number (Re) with X is approxi-
mately linear in zones f1 and f2 (Fig. 8c) and that the Re value is much 
larger than 0.2 in zone f1. The results obtained confirm the need to 
correct V0 and calculate the exponent n as a function of Re since Re < 0.2 
only in zone f2. 

The model exponent (n) increases from 4.0 to 5.0 by increasing X in 
zone f1 (Fig. 8d) due to the decrease in Reynolds number. Since the 
model exponent obtained in the VSf fitting given in Fig. 3b is close to 5, 
VSf was calculated simplifying the model by setting n = 5.0 and elimi-
nating the correction by Re in V0. As shown in Fig. 8a (discontinuous 
line), this simplification is not valid in zone f1, so it is necessary to 
calculate n and V0 as a function of Re to correctly describe VSf (X). This is 
also the case when the value n = 4.65 is set in the model. 

The results obtained prove the validity of the proposed model for the 
activated sludge hindered settling velocity as a function of the fractal 
dimension and other flocs characteristics (Eq. (6)). Although in this 
study an empirical relation of df and j as a function of X was used, the 
model raises the possibility for future studies of combining the settling 
model with a flocculation model in order to describe the changes in the 
flocs characteristics during sludge acceleration process. 

3.5. Description of the sludge fragmentation and flocculation stage 

The following stages can be distinguished in sedimentation tests 
(Fig. 10): initial agitation of the sludge to reproduce WWTP conditions, 
induction stage where the initial sludge structure is formed from the 
primary flocs, initial stage with constant hindered settling velocity (VSi), 
sludge acceleration where sludge fragmentation occurs as well as floc-
culation of the generated fragments causing a new floc structure, and 
final stage with constant hindered settling velocity (VSf). 

The activated sludge flocs from the Ford WWTP are weak and easily 
breakable with a low turbulence due to their pin-point floc structure. 
The weak flocs breakage in the biological reactor due to the high tur-
bulence produced by the mechanical aerators generates the primary 
flocs that then aggregate to form larger flocs in the secondary settling 

Fig. 7. (a) Flocs porosity (εfp) together with εfp (X) obtained from the model. (b) Ratio of average number of flocs per unit mass (rnf /X) together with the rnf /X (X) 
obtained from the model. 
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tank. The initial rapid sludge agitation in the settling tests enables to 
reproduce the described conditions in the biological treatment. 

At the end of the initial agitation process in the settling tests, a short 
induction period was observed prior to the initial constant settling ve-
locity stage (Fig. 10). During this period, a flocculation process takes 
place due to the combined effect of the turbulence dissipation and the 
beginning of the sludge sedimentation. The presence of Fe and Al salts, 
and polymers from the primary treatment allows the flocs in the 
described flocculation processes to aggregate easily making larger flocs 
from the primary ones. 

In a previous study, Asensi et al. [15] described how after the in-
duction stage a sludge structure formed by large flocs in zone i1 
(Fig. 3b), for low X concentrations, or a weak gel structure in zone i2 
(Fig. 3b), for high X concentrations, can be generated. The authors 
proposed an equation to calculate the concentration Xt (Fig. 3b) where 
the transition between zones i1 and i2 (or equivalently between zones f1 
and f2) occurs by comparing the external porosity of the flocs formed in 
the induction stage with the internal porosity of the flocs due to the 

primary flocs. For X  < Xt, where the external porosity is greater than the 
internal porosity, the sludge sedimentation and the formation of larger 
flocs is determined by the flow of water out of the flocs. While for X  > Xt, 
where the external porosity is the same order as the internal porosity, 
the water flow inside the flocs plays an important role in floc formation. 
In this case, the distance between the formed flocs and the size of their 
pores is of the same order, thus, in the induction stage, a large amount of 
bonding between flocs occurs, giving rise to a weak gel-like structure. 

At the end of the induction stage, an equilibrium is reached in the 
sludge structure and the stage with constant initial hindered settling 
velocity (VSi) in zones i1 and i2 begins (Figs. 3 and 10). 

After the initial stage with constant VSi, a stage where the sludge is 
accelerated begins (Figs. 3 and 10). Asensi et al. [15] also studied the 
instant at which sludge acceleration (td) begins. They observed that the 
smaller the initial hindered settling velocity (VSi) the greater td was, and 
that the td value depended on the presence of coagulants in the super-
natant. They described the existence of physical and chemical mecha-
nisms that trigger the fragmentation of the initial sludge structure and 

Fig. 8. (a) Final hindered settling velocity (VSf). (b) Flocs terminal settling velocity (V0). (c) Reynolds number (Re). (d) Model exponent (n) for VSf(X).  
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the subsequent flocculation process. For low X concentrations (zone i1) 
where VSi is high, a physical fragmentation mechanism based on the 
existence of shear forces causing the breakage of bonds between the 
primary flocs predominates. In this case, fragmentation occurs at the 
points inside the floc where the pores are larger, generating large frag-
ments of the flocs [15]. While for high X concentrations (zone i2) where 
VSi is low, the chemical fragmentation mechanism predominates due to 
the instability of the bonds between the primary flocs. In this case, the 
fragmentation process is slower and more homogeneous, generating a 
larger number of small size flocs [15]. 

The fragmentation of an initial different sludge structure (large size 
flocs in zone i1 or weak gel in zone i2) and the change from a pre-
dominant physical mechanism of fragmentation in zone i1 to a chemical 
mechanism in zone i2, leads to a different flocculation mechanism. This 
enables to justify the formation of flocs with different characteristics in 
zones f1 and f2, and the sharp descent in Df. The final stage with constant 
hindered settling velocity starts when an equilibrium is reached in the 

floc structure, at the end of the sludge acceleration stage (Figs. 3 and 10). 
As mentioned above, for high X concentrations (X > Xt), a great 

number of bonds between primary flocs are produced in the induction 
stage, generating a weak gel structure in the i2 zone. During this stage of 
floc formation, the number of bonds between primary flocs increases 
with increasing X due to the larger number of flocs and the smaller 
distance between them. Subsequently, the predominance of the chemi-
cal fragmentation mechanism generates a slow and homogeneous 
breakage of the bonds between primary flocs in zone i2. Finally, gel 
fragmentation is triggered resulting in a great number of small frag-
ments that aggregate and form a new floc structure in the sludge ac-
celeration stage. The higher number of floc bonds that must be broken 
when X increases generates smaller and smaller fragments and causes 
the acceleration stage to be delayed (td increases exponentially with X). 
The flocculation process of smaller fragments can explain how 
increasing X produces a greater number of smaller, less porous, and 
more compact flocs in zone f2 (Figs. 6b, d, 7a and b). 

The fractal dimension of the formed flocs depends on the breakage 
and existing aggregation mechanisms [41,42], and on the presence of 
metal salts and polyelectrolytes [19,22]. The physical and chemical 
fragmentation mechanisms described above will lead to a predominant 
breakage mode of large-scale fragmentation. However, floc breakage by 
surface erosion will be unimportant since these fragmentation mecha-
nisms do not generate tangential forces that cause particle detachment 
from the floc surface. Thus, during the flocculation process originated 
during the sludge acceleration stage, the generated fragments will 
interact according to the cluster–cluster aggregation mechanism. 
Several theoretical studies have shown that the cluster–cluster aggre-
gation mechanisms generate flocs with fractal dimensions between 1.78 
and 2.09, while the particle-cluster aggregation mechanisms generate 
fractal dimensions between 2.5 and 3 [42]. These theoretical fractal 
dimensions constitute the fractal dimensions minimum value for flocs 
generated by these ideal mechanisms since they do not consider several 
factors such as the presence of coagulants. The fractal dimensions ob-
tained in the settling tests are compatible with the fragmentation and 
flocculation mechanisms described above. 

The VS(X) model proposed in this paper allows to consider future 
studies to link a model describing the discussed fragmentation and 
flocculation processes with the sludge final hindered settling velocity. 
The VS(X) model allows describing the abrupt decrease of the final 
hindered settling velocity, but it cannot explain the appearance of large 
size flocs in some of the tests in zone f1. On the other hand, considering 
the water flow through the flocs has allowed determining the 

Fig. 9. Predicted final hindered settling velocity (VSf) versus experimental 
VSf values. 

Fig. 10. Sequence of stages taking place in the sedimentation tests.  
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concentration Xt where the abrupt decrease of VS(X) occurs, as well as 
describing the physical mechanism of sludge fragmentation. The pro-
posed model introduces the fractal structure and other physical char-
acteristics of flocs, but it has the limitation of assuming that the flocs are 
spherical and impermeable. Therefore, it would be necessary in a future 
development to introduce into the model the sphericity of flocs and the 
effect of water flow due to the internal flocs porosity. In this way, it was 
possible to study how the sphericity and permeability of flocs affect the 
hindered settling velocity and the calculation of floc size. 

4. Conclusions 

A modification of Richardson and Zaki model for the hindered 
settling velocity as a function of the fractal dimension and other flocs 
characteristics was proposed. The model opens the possibility of linking 
the hindered settling process to other processes that affect the flocs 
structure: seasonal changes in flocs or disruptions in the biological 
treatment, addition of coagulants or an inert compound to improve the 
sedimentability of the sludge, etc. 

The methodology used to calculate the settling velocity in the tran-
sition zone of the activated sludge settling tests together with the settling 
velocity model allowed to estimate the flocs characteristics. 

The model was used to describe the settling velocity after a floccu-
lation process originated by the activated sludge fragmentation. The 
introduction of the fractal dimension allows to describe the observed 
abrupt decrease of hindered settling velocity and the structure of the 
flocs formed from the primary flocs during the sludge acceleration 
phase. This abrupt VS(X) descent cannot be described by the classical 
hindered settling velocity models. 

Reynolds number plays an important role in the model because Re >
0.2 in the settling tests carried out with a low suspended solids 
concentration. 
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